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Big Screen OLED TVs Are Coming This Year!
OLED has long been touted as the next generation TV technology
but until now TV makers have only been able to develop small
OLED displays that were ridiculously expensive to manufacture.
Luckily at this year’s CES in Las Vegas our tech dreams have
nally been fullled! Samsung and LG Electronics independently
developed 55-inch OLED TVs and proudly demonstrated them on
the show oor.
The Samsung KN55ES9000 is based on the company’s Super
OLED technology and promises to deliver the ultimate in picture
quality and (active) 3D viewing. Its thinness is achieved thanks to the fact that there is no need for a colour
lter since the OLED pixel unit comprises self-emitting RGB sub-pixels laid directly on the display panel,
each emitting its own light. The technology is able to differentiate varying degrees of blacks and shadows
unlike any other TV technology available today, so that viewers can enjoy unparalleled detail even in the
darkest of scenes for the ultimate TV experience.
LG’s OLED TV uses the company’s 4-Color Pixels and Color Rener technologies which work together
to generate natural and accurate colours that are sharp and consistent. The 4-Color Pixels feature allows for
more accurate colour depiction by using a set of four colours (red, green, blue and white). Color Rener
ensures consistency in colours from a wider viewing angle via an LG algorithm which improves and renes
hues and tones. At 1,000 times faster than LED/LCD displays, LG’s OLED TV shows crystal clear motion
without any blurring or bleeding. This OLED TV is equipped with LG’s Film Patterned Retarder (FPR) CINEMA 3D (passive) technology, providing viewers with a comfortable viewing experience thanks to its light
weight 3D glasses. With no need for a special light source, this TV is a mere 5mm deep.
Both OLED TVs are will be available this year and are expected to cost about $8,000 US each. To learn
about many more audio video components that were revealed at this year’s CES, please visit www.canadahi.
com and check out the “2012 CES Highlights” feature in this issue.

Pioneer N-50 Networked Audio Player
Equipped with AirPlay and DLNA 1.5 wireless technologies, the Pioneer N-50 enables playback of standard audio
formats including MP3, WMA and AAC. Through DLNA 1.5, the player supports high-resolution audio playback
from 192kHz/24-Bit FLAC and WAV les. AirPlay functionality provides access to iTunes libraries (with support
for Apple’s Lossless audio), as well as music available on AirPlay-enabled apps like PANDORA, iHeartRadio and
other music streaming services. A full-colour 2.5” LCD screen built into the front panel provides a convenient
way to display the album art and song information of currently playing music. For added convenience, listeners
can control their music via ControlApp, a free app that is available for the iPod touch, iPhone and iPad as well as
select Android devices. The N-50 is also equipped with the vTuner (which allows access to Internet radio) and
features wireless Bluetooth (optional adapter required)
streaming of audio from any A2DP Bluetooth wireless
mobile device or personal computer. Connection to a
home network is accomplished via an Ethernet cable or
a wireless connection with a separately sold wireless
adapter. MSRP: $699. www.pioneerelectronics.ca
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Magnum Dynalab Internet Radio Tuners
Canadian manufacturer Magnum Dynalab,
known for producing
what are perhaps the
highest performance
FM radio tuners in
the world, is embracing the digital age
with the introduction
of four new Internet
radio tuners. With the
growing number of Internet radio stations –
there are some 20,000
today – and constantly
improving streaming/quality options, the timing should be just right. The new line-up consists of the MD 801, MD 806T, MD 807T
and MD 809T models. Each of the new tuners allows access to Internet radio stations and podcasts (via on-board WiFi antenna or
LAN), FM radio stations and DAB/DAB+ (optional, where available). Each new model will also play music from a local computer
network, USB sticks and external hard drives in a variety of formats (including AACs, Real, MP3s, FLAC and WMA). The MD 801,
MD 806T, MD 807T come with a 3.5-inch, colour touch-screen display while the MD 809T is equipped with a large 5.7-inch display.
The displays show easy-to-read information on current track’s metadata, genre, bit rate, codec and sampling rate. Personal audio
collections (attached via local network or USB ash stick/hard drive) are easy to navigate via artist name, album name or genre. As
you move up the line from the MD 801 to the MD 809T, each model offers signicant audio path upgrades. The MD 809T features
a full-triode design and comes loaded with world leading components. MSRP: MD 809T ($7,500), MD 807T ($4,500), MD 806T
($2,700) and MD 801 ($1,600). www.internetradiotuner.net
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Alpha Design Labs (ADL) Stride Portable Headphone Amplier and iD-30P Series iDock Cables
Furutech is continuing to introduce innovative, high-performance and attractively priced
audio components under its Alpha Design Labs (ADL) brand.
The latest of these are the Stride
portable headphone amplier
and the iD-30P Series of iDock
cables. The Stride is a high
performance headphone amplier capable of driving 12 to 600 ohm headphones. Whether you’re using iTunes for low-bit-rate downloads or
higher-resolution music les, just connect your computer to the Stride with one of the matching ADL Formula 2
USB cables or the new iD-35SP analog stereo cables. On the road, plug your music player’s analog headphone
output to the line input of the Stride opening the volume to maximum on the player, then use the volume control
on the Stride. For higher resolution all-digital signals simply connect the Stride to your computer’s USB port.
The USB port (or supplied power adapter) charges the battery in the Stride and you can listen to music while it’s
charging. The Stride is available in an atomized Black or Silver-white aluminum body with anodized aluminum
side panels.
The iD-30P series are no ordinary cables.
They are engineered and produced with
Furutech’s Pure Transmission technology
and feature a silver-plated  (Alpha) OCC
conductor (28AWG) for minimal transmission loss and a 24k gold-plated USB Atype or 3.5mm stereo connector, straight or
angled. The cable achieves top-grade noise
isolation using double-layer shielding –
aluminum foil and tinned copper – in a RoHS-compliant sheath. The main conductors are treated with Furutech’s
 (Alpha) Process – a deep cryogenic and demagnetizing treatment. The result is a wideband, engaging sound that
audiophiles and music lovers will love. The iD-30P series cables are available in a 15cm length (0.5ft) with three
different connector types – iDock to USB/3.5mm straight mini-stereo/3.5mm angled mini-stereo. MSRP: Stride
$395, iD-30 Series cables start at $78. www.adl-av.com. Distributed in Canada by Audiyo: 416-704-0105, www.
audiyo.com

exaSound e18 Digital-to-Analog Converter
Toronto based exaSound has just introduced its rst product – the e18 DAC ($1999), which promises to bring the
highest quality of music reproduction to computer audiophiles. It is said to deliver transparent multichannel highdenition sound that far exceeds the sonic capabilities of high-end disc players. The e18 will allow leading-edge
audiophiles to overcome the limitations and complexities of legacy disc media and consumer-grade equipment
like players and receivers. It meets all the expectations of demanding stereophiles and delivers a multichannel
sound stage perfected for a life-like musical experience. The e18 DAC is based on the ES9018 Sabre32 reference
DAC chip. It delivers 32-bit precision capable of resolving the smallest signal details. The chip features patented
32-bit Hyperstream architecture and Time Domain
Jitter Eliminator and delivers the industry’s highest
performance levels that will satisfy the most demanding audio enthusiasts. Additional jitter elimination is
achieved by using an Asynchronous USB Interface
and a proprietary ASIO Bit-Prefect Driver. The ASIO
driver allows for automatic rate switching. Source les
are played at their original sampling rate without any
processing or re-sampling. The e18 DAC delivers 8
channel playback at 16, 24 and 32 bit resolution for all
standard sampling rates from 44.1 to 384 kHz. MSRP:
$1,999 (introductory price). www.exasound.com
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Please consider components from the following
companies when making your next purchase.

Audio
Sensibility
www.audiosensibility.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

www.reference3a.com

Distributed in Canada by
Audio Dream Distributions
www.audio-dream.ca
(403) 280-5894
www.leema-acoustics.com

Best value in high-end audio cables.
Cable termination services. DIY supplies.

To adverse in the CANADA HiFi Showcase
secon please call 416-767-2495

4K Resolution: The Next Evolution of Video

Jeremy Phan
HDTVs are an integral part of many
consumers’ homes and with the recent switch to digital over-the-air
broadcasting in Canada, back in
September of 2011, many consumers now have access to free, high
denition content (1080i) without
needing to go through a satellite or
cable provider. Thanks to the everdecreasing price of HDTVs, coupled with the proliferation of high
denition content via Blu-ray as
well as online services such as the
iTunes Store and Netix, many consumers have ditched their standard
denition displays and upgraded to
720p and 1080p capable sets to take
advantage of all this crystal clear
content.
As with most technology, things
don’t stay the same for long and
manufacturers have already started
incorporating the next high(er) denition format into their offerings:
4K resolution. This new designation refers to vertical lines of resolution as opposed to horizontal lines
as with previous designations (720p
and 1080p refer to horizontal lines
of resolution). This is due to all
the different aspect ratios that each
studio utilizes for their content (e.g.
16:9, 22:9) so instead of the varying
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lines of horizontal resolution, 4K refers to the xed 4,096 lines of vertical resolution. When multiplied by
the various horizontal resolutions,
this gives more than four times the
current pixels of today’s 1080p displays: 1080p displays contain 1,920
x 1,080 = 2,073,600 pixels; 4K displays contain up to 12,746,752 pixels (4,096 x 3,112).
First, a primer on resolutions and
why 720p and 1080p are “high denition” as opposed to previous standard denition formats. While there
are different methodologies and
numbers thrown around, the general consensus is that to be “high
denition” the screen must show an
image where individual pixels are
indistinguishable by the human eye
(at an appropriate viewing distance).
The average human being has 20/20
vision meaning that from 20’/6.09m
away, they can read letters approximately 0.35”/8.8mm tall on an eye
chart. Translating this to HDTVs,
the required resolution to produce
pixels that are small enough to be
indistinguishable varies depending on the distance a viewer is
seated from the HDTV as well as
its size. At a viewing distance of
8’/2.4m, the average person cannot distinguish between pixels that
are smaller than 0.065”/1.65mm.
This means that for displays 50” or

smaller, 720p resolution is indistinguishable from 1080p resolution.
Typically consumers are advised to
sit at a viewing distance that is approximately 1.5 to 2.5 times the diagonal measurement of their screen.
For example, for a 50” display, consumers would sit 75-125”/1.9-3.2m
away. This is to prevent eye strain
from the ickering image as well as
to ll enough of the viewer’s eld
of vision with the image. Higher
resolutions only become necessary
if viewers want to sit closer to their
televisions or have larger screens
(which have larger pixels). This
limit to visual acuity can actually
save consumers money since they
don’t have to purchase a more expensive 1080p HDTV if an equivalent 720p set is available (for sizes
smaller than 50” or viewers who
prefer further viewing distances).
4K resolution will allow consumers
to purchase smaller television sets
while simultaneously sitting closer
to the screen and still maintain the
crystal clear image that many of us
have become accustomed to.
As with any new format, there are
both upsides and downsides. The
most obvious downside is the need
for a new 4K display. Initially, these
television sets will command a premium over similarly sized 1080p
displays but as always, the price
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Feel music more deeply
than ever before

UltraPLUS cables replace XLO Ultra™ with
updated looks and speciﬁcations for a
deeper, fuller and more detailed sound
featuring spectacular imaging and
a natural soundstage that lets you
focus on the performance!

www.xloelectric.com
(905) 479-2831

Available through Authorized XLO Dealers

4Kresolution

LG Electronics demonstrated an 84 inch 4K resolution 3D TV
at the 2012 Consumer Electronics Show.

media will be the only timely option
due to the vast sizes of 4K content
(up to 4x current 1080p content).
Sony has been in talks with the
Blu-ray Disc Association to nalize a standard for compressing and
storing 4K content and hopes to be
able to release the next Spider-man
movie on disc in 4K (due out summer 2012). The existing Blu-ray
format already supports up to 50GB
on each side (dual layer) and the upcoming BD-XL format supports up
to 128 GB on each side (quadruple
layer) – though this disc format
isn’t compatible with existing Bluray players.
For all the consumers who will
complain about the inevitable rerelease of titles, 4K resolution will
likely be the last format for much
of our existing content. A 4K scan
of 35mm lm (what 95% of movies are/were lmed on) will max
out the resolution of the medium
and any higher resolution will be
superuous. The only exceptions
to this are IMAX and 70mm lms,
which would require an 8K resolution scan to fully capture the negative. (Less than 1% of movies are
lmed in IMAX and 70mm lm
was discontinued in the 80s.)
4K is the unifying video format
that will erase the line between
what is shown in movie theatres
and what is available in the home
(eventually). It will allow users
to purchase smaller screens with
higher resolution for use in tighter
spaces while hopefully ending the
video format evolution for the foreseeable future.

difference will shrink as time pro- a Marvell Qdeo video processor to
gresses. Toshiba, LG and Sony have upscale existing content to 4K and
already shown off prototypes as other manufacturers have also been
well as production models (destined quietly building in 4K support in anfor Asia) in sizes ranging from 55” ticipation for the upcoming format.
up to 84”, with both 2D and glasses- When Sony announced the release
free 3D capabilities.
of its 4K home projector, it also
Sony and JVC have also both re- stated that the PlayStation 3 will be
leased 4K projectors for the home, receiving a rmware update in the
allowing well-heeled consum- coming months to support output
ers to bring the 4K movie theatre of 4K still images. YouTube also alexperience home. Sony’s VPL- ready supports 4K video les.
VW1000ES 4K 3D-capable home
4K brings another advantage but
projector has an MSRP of $25,000 this one won’t have immediate, disUSD, accepts all current 4K formats cernible effects for consumers in
(except 4K 3D) and will upscale the short term: movie studios won’t
any non-4K content to 4K (includ- have to spend time and money
ing 1080p 3D). At CES 2012, Sony downscaling or reformatting movie
stated that over 10,000 movie the- theatre content (much of which is
atres worldwide are utilizing their already shot in 4K). This should
commercial 4K projectors and the eventually make its way to consumnumber is increasing daily.
ers via faster and hopefully cheaper
Fortunately, for some consumers, Blu-ray releases. To get all this
the only component they will need 4K content to consumers, physical
to upgrade to enjoy 4K content is
their TV because much of their existing 1080p components may already
support the new format. Any device
that supports the latest HDMI v1.4
specication is already capable of
either processing or at least passing
through 4K resolution signals. This
includes everything from HDMI
cables to Blu-ray players to AV
receivers. For example, Onkyo’s
TX-NR809 receiver, which was reSony VPL-VW1000ES 4K 3D-capable Home Theatre Projector
leased back in Q2 of 2011, includes
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How Much Amplier Power Is Enough?

George de Sa

Pictured from left to right (clockwise): revealing the inside of the Anthem MRX 700 AV receiver, the
ModWright Instruments KWA 100 amplier and Cambridge Audio 840A V.2.0 integrated amplier.

If you’re at all interested in home audio desired sound volume level. Since ampli- volume requires a 10dB increase in SPL.
you’re bound to sooner or later ask the er power is primarily required to get to This is because of the way our ears perceive
question; how much power is enough? a desired volume level it makes sense for sound pressure increases - we become less
This might actually be one of the most us to begin with understanding in-room sensitive as sound pressure levels increase.
common questions that comes up when sound volume. In-room sound volume is Another oddity arises when we consider
putting together a system for either stereo quantied as sound-pressure-level (SPL), the associated amplier power. If we take
or multichannel / home theatre listening. which is measured in decibels (dB). To an amplier rated at 50 watts-per-channel
And, it’s not a one time question; it tends get an idea of how a dB relates to real- (wpc), how much power would it take to
to raise its head when signicant changes world sound levels, take a look at the ex- double the perceived sound volume level
(+10dB)? Some would guess 100 watts /
are made to existing sound systems. At amples in the chart on this page.
A point to note is that dBs are tied to double the power but interestingly enough,
rst thought, it may sound like a simple
question that deserves a simple answer but a logarithmic scale; hence, double the dB double the power only results in a 3dB
in reality, there are a number of factors to SPL measure (e.g. 1dB to 2dB or 3dB to SPL increase, which is only a small volconsider if you’re aiming to get things 6dB) does not equal double the perceived ume change. Why? Well, again, it’s the
right. I won’t be able to cover every- sound volume; rather, to double perceived dB logarithmic relationship with power.
thing in this short article but I
should cover all the bases, so
Threshold of hearing: 0 dB;
Movie theatre: 85-105 dB
you can make an informed deSmallest detectible volume change: 1 dB
Gas lawn mower from 3 ft: 100 dB
cision the next time you face
Small perceived volume change: 3 dB
Damage to hearing at 95-100 dB (sustained)
the question: how much power
is enough?
Normal breathing: 10 dB
Orchestra in a concert hall: 105-110 dB
The purpose of an ampliWhisper: 15-25 dB
Rock concert: 120 dB
er (including the one inside a
Quiet house or background noise: 20-30 dB
Pain Threshold: 130-140dB (permanent hearing
receiver) is to raise the input
damage)
audio signal to a power level
that is sufcient to drive connected speakers and achieve a
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Normal conversation: 60-70 dB

Jet aircraft / red rie: 150-180 dB
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amplifierpower
So, have you gured
it out? Well, to double
the perceived volume,
a 10 dB increase, it
actually calls for ten
times the power - a
500 wpc amplier!
With some basics
on the relationship
of volume, SPL and
amplier power under
our belt, next we need
to consider the loudspeaker. Three
key factors impact loudspeaker
output in relation to an amplier’s
power input – they are: speaker
sensitivity, impendence and power
handling. Let’s consider each one
in turn:

Naim Audio’s Nait XS integrated amplier
which is the maximum amount of
instantaneous dynamic transient
power (in watts) that can be handled by the speaker or delivered
by the amplier. Other measures
/ ratings are likely to be unreliable
and should be avoided for comparison. Always compare like measurements.

Speaker Sensitivity: Speaker sensitivity is measured as SPL in dB with We need to also consider some other
1 watt input power, at a distance of aspects, as follows:
1 metre (dB/1 w/1 m), which is simply the SPL at a distance of 1 me- Room Boost: Placing a sound systre with 1 watt input to the speaker. tem within an average sized room
Average loudspeakers have sen- (e.g. 12’ x 20’ x 8’), as opposed
sitivity ratings between 86 and 90 to a wide-open area or anechoic
dB/1w/1m.
chamber, results in a SPL boost of
approximately 3 dB, due to wall,
Speaker Impendence: Impendence ceiling and oor reections. Larger
is a measure of the electrical resis- rooms provide less SPL boost, as
tance of a speaker. Most home au- sound waves lose energy with disdio ampliers are designed to work tance and rooms with more furnishwith 8 ohm nominal impendence ings or people also have less SPL
speakers but some ampliers handle boost, as these absorb sound waves.
6 or 4 ohm speakers. Theoretically,
when speaker impendence is halved Multiple Speakers: Each time you
the amplier will provide twice the double the number of speakers in
output i.e. 50 w into 8 ohms and the room, as long as they have the
100 w into 4 ohms; however, most same characteristics, and they are
come short of this. Beware - many placed at the same distance and reampliers can’t drive less than 8 ceive the same input power, the SPL
ohm speakers without overheating, will increase by 3 dB, the same as
shutting down or in the worst case doubling input power into the origicausing damage.
nal speaker.
Speaker Power Handling: Speak- Distance: The distance of the lisers have power handling limits. tening position from the speaker
The most reliable power handling will affect the SPL. Each time we
specication is continuous average double the distance the SPL will be
power output, coined as RMS (root reduced by 6 dB.
mean square). RMS is a measure
of how high of a continuous power With these basics covered, let’s conlevel (in watts) a speaker can handle sider an example to put this into peror an amplier can deliver. Another spective. Assume we have an averuseful power rating is Peak Power, age room and listen from a distance
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of 2 meters from the speakers. Our
speaker has an average sensitivity
of 88 dB/1 w/1 m. Let’s assume we
want to achieve the SPL of a typical movie theatre, between 85 dB
(average) and 105 dB (peak). How
much amplier power is enough?
We begin with the speaker sensitivity of 88 dB/1 w/1 m and a room
boost of 3 dB, which gives us a SPL
of 91 dB with 1 w input at a 1 m
distance. Adding a second identical speaker, at the same distance
and input power, adds another 3 dB,
which is 94 dB. Since we are 4 meters away from the speakers, we decrease it by 12 dB (6 dB each time
distance is doubled), which gives us
82 dB, just 3 dB short of our 85 dB
target. Doubling amplier power
to 2 w per speaker, adds the 3 dB
we need to hit our 85 dB average
SPL target. So an amplier supplying 2 w per channel / speaker (wpc)
will get us to our average volume
but what about the 105 dB peak target? To raise SPL by another 10 dB,
which is twice the perceived volume,
it will take 10 times the power, so 2
X 10 = 20 wpc but that’s still only
95 dB. To get to 105 dB, which is
another 10 dB increase we need 10
times the power again, taking us to
200 wpc. But, what if you’re having a friend over and want to show
your system off. If we want to get
serious and get to rock concert levels of 120 dB, let’s call it 118 dB,
we need to raise the SPL by 13 dB.
The rst 10 dB requires ten times
the power, so 200 x 10 = 2000 wpc
and the nal 3 db means doubling
power once again, taking us to 4000
wpc!!! Note that power requirements could be reduced by using
more sensitive speakers or reducing
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amplifierpower
the distance.
Now, what about the speaker power handling and speaker impendence, two terms
we described above? First, let’s consider
speaker power handling. To get to 115 dB
required 2000 wpc. If our speaker is rated
at 200 w maximum, then even if the amplier can deliver 2000 wpc, the speaker
will not handle it – it will distort, compress and then blow. So, to get to 115 dB
we would need ten of these speakers and
an amplier or ampliers that can deliver
200 w into each. Now, when it comes to
speaker impendence, most ampliers handle 8 ohm speakers but only some handle
speakers of less than 8 ohms, with such
ampliers providing higher output power
into lower ohm speakers. For example,
let’s take an amplier that provides 100
w x 2 channels into 8 ohms and 200 w x
2 channels into 4 ohms. Going back to
our previous example above, for an SPL
of 105 dB we required 200 wpc. If our
speakers are 8 ohms, this amplier won’t
be sufcient (it only delivers 100 w into
8 ohms) but if our speakers were 4 ohms
then bingo – the amplier meets our needs!
Hence, lower impendence speakers with a
compatible amplier can sometimes help
us to achieve power requirements.
We need to keep in mind that not all
watts are created equal however. As mentioned earlier, we are looking for RMS
wattage ratings for both speakers and ampliers. For ampliers, the RMS specication should state associated distortion
levels (Total Harmonic Distortion – THD)
and the covered frequency range. A lower
THD, at a stated RMS is always better,
where a watt at 0.01% THD is much preferred over a watt at 1% THD. As well, the
RMS should be quoted across a frequency
range of at least 20 - 20,000 Hz, to ensure
amplication is at across the audible
range. A meaningful amplier specication would be: 200 wpc RMS into 8 ohms
@ 0.01 % THD, from 20 – 20,000 Hz.
This brings us to peak vs. average
power, which relates to peak vs. average
SPL. Sound is delivered in a wave that
has peaks and valleys and an average (see
diagram below).
Ampliers follow the sound signal wave.
To accurately deliver the entire signal
wave, for a given SPL, there needs to be
sufcient power, otherwise you run the
risk of clipping the peaks of the waves,
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Pioneer’s Elite SC-55 AV receiver
which raises distortion and generates excess heat, which will likely overload and/
or damage the amplier or speakers. In
our example above, we determined that
85 dB (average) required 2 wpc and 105
dB (peak) required 200 wpc. Would a 2
wpc amplier meet our needs? Not, if we

vide their optimum performance at 3350% of their maximum power ratings.
So, although matching amplier power
with your speakers and SPL needs will
work, getting an amplier that is twice as
powerful will likely give you sonic benets, while having it work less hard. As

Sound is delivered in a wave that has peaks and valleys and an average

want to get the full 105 dB dynamic peak.
For that we need an amplier that can deliver 2 wpc (average) and a transient 200
wpc (peak). Generally, ampliers offer
dynamic headroom of 3-6 dB, meaning
their peak power is double to quadruple
their average power. So, to meet the peak
power demands we would likely need an
amplier with an average 50-100 wpc to
get a peak capability of 200 wpc. Notice
that dynamic peaks call for substantially
more power than average SPL.
In addition to meeting dynamic peaks,
more powerful ampliers provide other
benets. Generally, ampliers will pro-

well, more powerful ampliers typically
have larger power supplies and transformers, resulting in improved load regulation,
lower internal resistance and better voltage stability, which offer sonic benets.
How much power is enough? The nal
word on all this is that for an average volume, average room, at an average distance
and with average speakers, it doesn’t take
too much power but if you want to get
to realistic live performance levels with
realistic dynamics, nothing beats having
power to spare. If you’re like me, you’ll
nd that your desires are for what Senator Palpatine, in Star Wars, Revenge of the
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2012 CES Highlights
A Look at the Latest Tech Coming Your Way This Year

Jeremy Phan
The 2012 CES has come and gone and
now the wait begins for consumers eager
to head to a local retail store to purchase
some of the latest and greatest gadgets,
televisions and other consumer electronics showcased at the show.
Last year, 3D played a prominent part of
many manufacturers’ offerings and while
consumer uptake of the technology has
been lukewarm, 3D is here to stay. Panasonic, Samsung, LG, Sony, Toshiba and
others are continually working to improve
the 3D experience with big steps being
taken to switch to inexpensive passive
(polarized) glasses as well as glasses-free
3D. Price also continues to drop which
makes budget less of a constraining fac- online connectivity and increased func- more codec support for streaming from a
tor when considering which HDTV set to tionality. Another welcome upgrade is the home network or a USB device, and other
purchase.
reduction of bezels around displays. LG features such as voice and gesture control
For 1080p HDTVs, specications such will be releasing an HDTV with a 1mm (similar to LG’s wand remote). HDTVs
as contrast (actual, not dynamic), colour bezel which for all intents and purposes, are also receiving processor upgrades to
gamut, brightness, viewing angle, refresh is practically invisible.
rival smartphones and offer access to an
rates and power consumption continue to
This year TV manufacturers will con- increasing number of applications as well
improve, as expected, but beyond those, tinue to focus on the “connected” (or as games. The TV is still one of the central
there isn’t anything “new” to offer con- “smart”) TV models which offer access to “screens” in any home despite the prolifersumers so the push in this space is for online streaming services (such as Netix), ation of laptops, tablets and smartphones
and manufacturers are upgrading it to ensure that consumers have access to many
of the applications, services and functions
that they would on other devices. LG is
the rst manufacturer to include Intel’s
Wireless Display (WiDi) technology in its
Cinema 3D Smart TV lineup. The WiDi
technology allows users to stream content wirelessly from other devices such
as a laptop directly to the TV. Google
TV will also be available embedded in
HDTVs from Sony, Vizio and LG as well
as through standalone set-top boxes and
Blu-ray players, allowing existing TVs to
access the Google TV service. Google TV
offers a sleek graphical interface which
has a built-in Google Chrome web browser, provides access to online services such
Samsung’s Smart TVs offer a wide selection of TV Apps, support streaming of digital
as Netix, YouTube, Pandora, Picasa,
les from connected USB devices and the home network, and some models even offer
Flickr (and others; some of which are exvoice and gesture control.
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2012CES
clusive to US customers only). Additionally, Google TV also offers access to apps
from the Android Market. Sony, the rst
Google TV partner, demonstrated a double-sided remote equipped with a trackpad
and a full QWERTY keyboard to make
the couch-surng experience as seamless
and accessible as using a computer. As
well, free apps for iOS devices (iPad, iPhone and iPod touch) as well as Android
smartphones and tablets will be available
to turn your WiFi connected device into a
Google TV remote. Sony conrmed that
its Google TV will be available in Canada
in 2012 but has not conrmed a date as of
this writing. As an owner of the original

picture and allows users to sit closer to a
display without the loss of detail. Unfortunately, unless you’re willing to spend
upwards of $10,000, don’t expect to see
4K resolutions in the home just yet. Sharp
showed off an 85 inch 8K resolution prototype screen with such a high pixel density that even with your nose pressed to the
glass, you couldn’t make out individual
pixels. LG also had an 84 inch 4K resolution 3D TV on display, while Toshiba demonstrated a 55 inch 4K glasses-free 3D TV.
Toshiba’s 3D display features facial (eye)
tracking to maximize the 3D effect, though
3D resolution is only 720p due to the loss
of resolution from the parallax barriers.

LG demonstrated its new 84 inch 3D TV with a 4K resolution. Its screen has 8 million
pixels (3840×2160), which is about four times the resolution of current 1080p TVs.
Sony Google TV NSZ-GT1 Blu-ray box,
I look forward to nally being able to
search Canadian TV listings and use the
full functionality of the box in Canada.
“Connected” and “smart” TVs may be
the major focus for TV manufacturers in
2012 but that doesn’t mean that display
technology has reached its peak. 4K
and 8K resolution displays as well as big
screen OLED TVs also made a big splash
at this year’s CES.
4K displays are the next step up from
1080p and will offer more than four times
the current pixel count of 1080p displays.
This ner resolution enables larger displays to achieve a much more detailed
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show their potential to become the next
major TV display technology. OLEDs
produce incredibly vivid images (with a
wide colour gamut and individual pixel
control), do not require a backlight (which
results in a very high contrast and low
power consumption), and are considerably
thinner than existing displays. Samsung
will be the rst manufacturer to release a
retail 55 inch 3D-capable OLED display
in the second half of 2012. LG also had a
55 inch OLED display that uses 4 colour
pixels (RGB and white), is a mere 4mm
thick and weighs only 7.5 kg. Both these
sets are expected to cost in the region of
$8,000 US each.
Sony, which released the very rst OLED
TV, the 11 inch XEL-1, back in 2010, did
not have an OLED display at this year’s
CES (in fact Sony recently announced that
it has given up on OLED development)
but did show a prototype display using
a new technology it calls “Crystal LED”.
The display uses over six million individual LEDs to generate the image and boasts
3.5 times the contrast, 1.4 times the colour
gamut and 10 times faster response time
than Sony’s current LCD-powered TVs.
Sony didn’t provide additional technical
details about the Crystal LED prototype
but conrmed that this technology is being commercialized in the effort to ll a
gap between higher cost OLED displays
and lower cost LCD displays.
On other fronts, connectivity was also
very prominent at CES, with AirPlay
(Apple’s wireless streaming protocol) and
DLNA (Digital Living Network Alliance,
an open streaming protocol) showing up

Toshiba
says
the display will
be available in
North American
in “early” 2012
and while pricing was not announced, rough
conversions
from Asian pricing place it north
of $10,000.
On the CES
show
oor
OLED displays LG wowed CES visitors with the picture quality and thinness of its
continued
to 55 inch OLED TV. Plasma and LCD tech is so last year!
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Cinema
Speakers
Deliver
Red Carpet
Performance

Cinema Sub

Cinema 400

Cinema 200

Cinema Trio

Cinema 100

FROM
Cinema speakers are rated:

THE #1 SPEAKER BRAND*

A++

Tiny speakers. Giant Sound.
Short on space? No worries! There’s a Cinema system to fit even the smallest space. Choose
from an on-wall system, speakers on stands or a ‘3-speakers-in-one’ configuration for under
a flat panel. Don’t want to sacrifice sound for lack of space? You don’t have to! Cinema speakers
are loaded with trickle-down technology from our higher priced Reference lineups. Awardwinning Cinema speakers integrate beautifully, delivering a seamless music and home theater
soundstage that brings movies to life and makes music sound live.

“… the sort of dynamics you just don’t expect at this size and price.”
– Dennis Burger, Residential Systems

WARNING!
SOUND MAY BE EVEN BETTER
THAN THE MOVIE

w w w. p a r a d i g m . c o m
Follow us on:

* # 1 Best Price/Value by the Inside Track Annual
Dealer Survey. An annual independent nationwide
survey of consumer electronics specialist retailers
and custom installers.
Wall-mount brackets and table-top stands included
(varies by model).
Copyright © Paradigm Electronics Inc.

2012CES
in just about all devices that can display
video or produce sound. These streaming
protocols make it exceptionally easy to
use a computer, smartphone or other capable device to stream content and control
playback. The House of Marley’s attractively nished One Foundation AirPlay
speaker system ($600 US) was one of the
many Airplay products demonstrated on
the show oor. Two examples of wireless streaming I frequently use: streaming content (videos, photos, etc.) directly
from a smartphone to my HDTV and music playback from a network-attached le
server to the AV receiver.
For audio purists who’ve made the
switch to digital, Arcam is releasing a
variety of DACs that take digital content
via USB, Bluetooth, an iOS device’s 30pin connector, or other digital input (coaxial, optical, etc.) and use internal clocks
to minimize jitter as well as high-quality
Burr-Brown DACs to output the most accurate analog signal for playback.
On the non-audio visual side, 2012 will
be the year of the ultrabook, Intel’s trademark for laptops less than 21 mm thick,
lighter than 3.1 lbs and with a battery
life greater than 5 hours. Ultrabooks are
positioned in the mid- to high-end laptop
space with pricing starting from about
$700. Many of these ultra-thin notebooks
also follow Apple’s lead and ditch the
spinning optical drive (though some will
still offer DVD or Blu-ray drives) and are
set to compete with Apple’s Macbook Air.
While there have been PC notebooks released as far back as 2009 that met many
of Intel’s ultrabook standards (such as Sony’s Z series), this is the rst unied push
to make PC notebooks truly portable. Intel
is said to be prepping its largest marketing campaign since 2003 to help with the
adoption of ultrabooks.
On the tablet front, many new models
were introduced at this year’s CES, despite the plethora of non-iOS tablets released last year and failures such as the
HP Touchpad (the re sale after its discontinuation actually made it the 2nd bestselling tablet) and Research In Motion’s
PlayBook.
Apple’s iPad still reigns supreme in the
tablet market (make sure you download
the free CANADA HiFi app!) and is set to
receive a refresh in March with a 9.7 inch
retina display – a dense screen comprised
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The House of Marley shows off its line of headphones and newly introduced speaker
docking systems.
of 2,048 x 1,536 pixels. Although Apple alities that will ensure its place in homes
has not ofcially announced the specica- for years to come.
As you might imagine, with every CES
tions of the iPad 3 at the time of this writing,
the new model is expected to feature the comes a plethora of new audio and video
powerful A6 quad-core processor, a new components, speakers and accessories –
longer lasting battery and a thinner, lighter far too many to cover in these pages. If
design. Android tablets are
slowly gaining ground and
with the release of quadcore processors such as
Nvidia’s Tegra 3 and the
latest version of Google’s
Ice Cream Sandwich operating system, should see
an increasing market share
due to features such as
awless 1080p decoding
and native HDMI output,
a large, open application
market and lower prices.
While CES 2012 didn’t
bring many “new” devices
and innovations, the con- The days of clunky laptops are counted – this will be the
stant improvement of ex- year of the ultrabook! Lenovo’s IdeaPad Yoga was one
isting technologies means of many ultrabooks shown at the 2012 CES.
that devices are lighter,
more efcient yet powerful, and now able to seamlessly integrate you’d like to learn about many more audio
with many other devices to create a world video components that were revealed at
where information is shared effortlessly this year’s CES, please visit www.canadaand accessible almost universally. As well, hi.com – CES related news entries start
the humble TV may nally lose its “idiot at the beginning of January.
box” moniker thanks to its new function-
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AUDIO SHOULD SOUND
AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS

POWERED SPEAKER
Built-in amplifier with
Digital Signal Processing

STEREO EARBUDS

Copyright © Paradigm Electronics Inc.

Built-in microphone with smart
phone functionality (select models)

www.paradigm.com/shift

Paradigm has taken thirty years of intensive sound research and development and the
expertise used to produce award-winning loudspeakers and adapted it for music on the
go. With better audio comes a better experience. With a better experience comes the
realization that good sound matters and suddenly a whole new generation is listening.

Streaming Movies: An Alternative To Watching Movies From a Disc
(Part 2): Evaluating Video Quality of Various Streaming Devices and Services

Brad Copeland

HD cable and even DVD.

In the October/November 2011 issue, Streaming Netix From
we introduced you to the idea of stream- Various Devices
ing movies directly over your Internet
connection in a feature called “Stream- For the purposes of these tests I viewed
ing Movies: An Alternative To Watching Netix programming through my Rogers
Movies From a Disc”. In this feature, we cable “Express” Internet connection, an
explored Internet connections and home Apple TV, a rst generation PlayStation 3,
network routers that are suitable for video and a Mac Mini computer. All components
streaming and introduced you to various were connected via HDMI to my Pioneer
streaming content providers available to Elite SC-27 AV receiver, which was in turn
Canadian consumers. We also looked at connected to my ISF calibrated Pioneer
the various video components that allow 6010 plasma TV. I also auditioned video
video streaming. If you missed this ar- on my laptop, an Apple MacBook Pro
ticle, you can now nd it on www.canada- with a 17 inch high resolution anti-glare
hi.com in the Video Features section as 1920x1200 display. I decided to use the
well the October/November 2011 digital lm “Lord of War” starring Nicolas Cage
edition.
as my test material, as it was available in
In this article, we continue the video all the various delivery methods I planned
streaming journey and evaluate how the to test. It’s a slightly older lm that doesn’t
picture quality through various video have the same sort of super slick transfer
streaming services stacks up against con- as many of today’s lms do, and I thought
ventional media like Blu-ray, broadcast that it would challenge the video process-
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ing a little more, regardless of the method
of delivery, and hence would give a better
indication of just how well the various devices delivered video. After a quick jaunt
to the store to buy a copy of the lm on
Blu-ray I was ready to begin.
My rst audition was done on my laptop, where I viewed the lm through Apple’s own Safari browser. There are three
quality settings available when viewing
a Netix lm through a browser: good,
better and best. Toggling between them
produced a noticeable difference in picture quality. This was conrmed by the
Activity Monitor application on my laptop,
which easily conrmed the higher bandwidth requirements of the better quality
settings. On “good” my network was being hit for between 762 KB/sec and 1.2
MB/sec. With the quality turned up to
“best”, I saw the trafc spike to between
1.6 MB/sec and 2.4 MB/sec. According
to Netix, these various settings, roughly
speaking, will translate to bandwidth usage of 0.3 GB/hour (good), 0.7 GB/hour
(better) and up to 2.3 GB/hour (best, when
streaming HD). Hence a typical two hour
movie would consume about 4.6 GB of
your monthly Internet limit. To put this
into perspective, my Rogers “Express” Internet service allows a monthly usage allowance of just 60 GB. Therefore, using
the “best” quality setting I would be able
to watch about 13 two hour movies each
month and that’s not taking into account
any actual Internet browsing.
With the video at its standard size in a
non-full screened browser, video quality
was quite acceptable. Colours appeared
fairly accurate, noise wasn’t an issue and
compression artifacts, while visible in
dark scenes, weren’t overly distracting.
Hitting the full screen button produced a
noticeable softening of the picture and introduced a great amount of noise as well
as compression artifacts, in still and dark
sections of the image. On a lesser quality
laptop display these shortcomings might
not be as evident, but on the MacBook
Pro they were denitely a slight distrac-
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streamingmovies
tion. Overall I would say that Netix on
a laptop/computer screen is not ideal, but
denitely viewable.
For my next test, I switched the Pioneer
Elite SC-27 AV receiver to the Mac Mini
input and red up the lm on my 60 inch
Pioneer 6010 plasma, also via the Safari
browser. After about 3 minutes I saw all
I needed to see. In my opinion, Netix
through a browser on a capable at panel
display isn’t even worth attempting. To
say that the picture was a mess would
be an understatement, as it was super
blotchy, noisy and hyper-compressed.
Even Pioneer’s legendary video processing couldn’t produce a watchable picture
from the “best” quality Netix feed. Nevertheless, I decided to include this as part
of my tests because I’m certain that some
of you have considered connecting a computer to a big screen TV and then streaming Netix through a browser. Take it
from me – don’t waste your time.
Next, I proceeded to test Netix stream- to all the other streaming options I tried Streaming From Microsoft’s Zune Viding through the Apple TV device, watching so far. Right from the opening credits eo and Sony’s PlayStation Store
the same clips from “Lord of War”. I have and the brief prologue during which Yuri
In addition to the Netix library, Canato admit that I was a little underwhelmed addresses the camera, the colours were
dians
now have the option to rent (stream)
richer,
the
picture
was
sharper,
had
more
with the video quality right away. Apple
TV uses an adaptive quality setting, which depth and compression artifacts were al- or buy movies through their Microsoft
increases and decreases video quality most non-existent. The parade scene that Xbox 360 and Sony PlayStation 3 gaming
depending on bandwidth and buffer size. had given the Apple TV so much trouble consoles. Microsoft calls its service Zune
After the video had been running uninter- was handled by the PS3 without hiccups, Video, while Sony’s movies are available
rupted for a few minutes, in theory pro- as were several other darker scenes that from the PlayStation Store.
I decided to try Microsoft’s offering rst.
ducing the best picture quality, I noticed had induced huge swaths of compression
After
fumbling through the Xbox menu to
blocks
through
the
Apple
TV.
that even in very bright, still scenes with
At the end of the day, after streaming nd the proper lm I was informed that
minimal or no camera movement, the picture appeared considerably less crisp than Netix movies through these various de- my Xbox Live account didn’t have enough
an average one hour scripted drama, such vices, the PlayStation 3 was a clear winner credits to rent an HD stream of the lm
as Lost or CSI, on broadcast HD cable. As when it came to picture quality. As noted (which requires 380 credits). Xbox Live
soon as the picture became darker or any- in the rst part of this article, many new credits are “conveniently” sold in groups
thing moved on screen, including camera TVs and Blu-ray players also offer built- of 500 ($7.25) or 1000 ($14.50), ensuring
pans, the picture tended to dissolve into a in access to Netix, although I did not test that the consumer is always spending a litblocky, jagged mess, far worse than any- any of these – there are just too many dif- tle more than needed in order to do exactly
thing you normally see on cable TV. Even ferent models. Even so, my tests showed what it is they’re trying to do. Once I addduring the brightly lit exterior shot of Ava that even this best delivery method I tested ed credits to my account, I began streamin the parade, during Yuri’s opening mono- was nowhere near the video quality of an ing my rst movie. This service also
logue, the uttering pieces of confetti fall- actual Blu-ray disc. Streaming movies re- offers adaptive video (similar to Netix)
ing in the background turned into a soupy, sulted in a loss of crispness, three dimen- which started off looking like a VHS tape
chunky disaster. Overall I give the Apple sionality, contrast and deep, rich blacks. from the late 90s, but gradually the quality
TV streaming experience a slightly less As you might expect, the same was true of improved over the next few minutes until
than acceptable grade, as its 720p picture audio when streaming movies, even those it was somewhat close to broadcast HD
and questionable video processing really with Dolby Digital 5.1 surround tracks. cable. Dark areas of the picture were ripe
The sound simply didn’t have the same with blocky compression artifacts, but the
left much to be desired.
Last up in my Netix tests was stream- crystal clean highs, massive amounts of main issue was the complete and utter
ing movies at 1080p through my PlaySta- bass and whopping dynamic range pres- lack of sound. A full restart of the Xbox
tion 3 console. I instantly noticed that the ent in the lossless audio track of a typical 360 allowed me to hear the soundtrack for
a short period of time, until I decided to
1080p Netix stream was vastly superior Blu-ray disc.
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streamingmovies
pause the stream to tend to something else
for a few minutes. When I resumed the
streaming I was again presented without
sound, requiring yet another restart to hear
audio again. Sound issues aside, the overall quality of the video stream was below
what I had experienced from the Apple TV
Netix offering, but better than Netix in
a browser. In brightly lit scenes the video
was fairly decent, with reasonable colour
accuracy, crispness and three-dimensional-

of specs (1080p) and in terms of quality. The confetti scene was reproduced as
faithfully in this stream as it was through
Netix on the PS3. The black levels were
equally as dened and deep. The colours
were rich, the picture had good sharpness
and depth and I noticed only occasional
compression artifacts. My only gripe
with the PlayStation Store stream was that
in the rare instance where the video hiccupped while streaming, a giant progress

something else which was also available
on Netix in order to offer a fair comparison. I chose Tony Scott’s lm “Unstoppable”. The Netix version started up and
immediately lled my screen with a 1.85:1
aspect ratio picture that looked noticeably
better than “Lord of War. The image was
considerably sharper, with much more
natural looking colour reproduction. Dark
scenes were still a real challenge though,
as were any large areas with a solid colour,
such as the slightly out of focus walls during the scenes where Chris Pine meets
his new co-workers for the rst time. As
was my experience with “Lord of War”,
overall I would say that the Netix presentation of “Unstoppable” was passable,
but not exceptional in any way. Imagine my surprise when, upon starting the
iTunes version of the same movie, I was
met with a 2.35:1 aspect ratio picture. A
quick check on imdb.com conrmed what
I feared: the Netix presentation had been
cropped from the original aspect ratio the
director had shot the lm in. In addition
to being more expansive and cinematic,
the iTunes picture was also noticeably
sharper, with less compression artifacts. I
also noted a marked increase in brightness,
with a scene showing the sunlight looking
much more natural and vibrant than on the
Netix offering. The iTunes picture was
still by no means perfect, and did display
much of the same blocking and compression artifacts present via Netix, but they
seemed to me to be less frequent and,
when present, less distracting.

ity. The parade/confetti scene that tripped bar would suddenly appear in the middle
up the Apple TV fared a bit better on the of my screen that no button on the remote/
Xbox, but was still not as solid as it was controller would get rid of, requiring the
on the PS3 with Netix. Where the Xbox stream to be stopped and re-started in
stream failed completely was in the black order get rid of it. I predict that if you
level. Parts of the image that were a nice, did a double blind test between a PlayStarespectable dark black on the PS3 were tion Store and Netix video on the PS3 it
more of a sickly, washed out grey. The would be a challenge to distinguish one
combination of these wishy-washy blacks from the other. Again then, the PlayStaand the savage compression artifacts made tion 3 came out on top in terms of picture Where do we go from here?
dark scenes almost unwatchable. Either quality and overall user experience.
way, my overall streaming experience on
As the speed of broadband Internet service
the Xbox was decidedly less than favour- Streaming From iTunes
continues to improve and become more
able. The idea that sub-par video could be Using Apple TV
affordable hopefully, video streaming
packaged with stereo audio and sold for
providers will almost certainly increase
what amounts to practically 50 percent Also available to us in Canada are movie the quality of their services. When this
more than the cost of renting a Blu-ray rentals from the iTunes store. If you are happens, and IF (yes, that’s a big IF) the
disc at your local video store is not some- using an Apple TV as a client (as I was) content accessible in Canada matches
thing that I nd enticing in the least. I also movies you rent are streamed to you di- what’s available in the US, streaming may
didn’t appreciate being strong-armed into rectly. When you agree to rent a movie you eventually pose a threat to the physical
buying more credits than are necessary to have 30 days to start watching it, and once Blu-ray medium. While the convenience
watch the programming that I want.
you start you can watch it as many times as of streaming has its appeal, the lack of
After my not so pleasant foray into Zune you like in a 48 hour period. iTunes rentals content and quality from streaming video
Video I checked out the last horse in this start at $4.99 for SD movies and $5.99 for services available today in Canada won’t
race, Sony’s own PlayStation Store. At HD. Unfortunately the lm that I used for be all that attractive to most consumers.
$4.99 for an HD rental (only stereo sound the rest of the comparisons in this article, And speaking as someone who cares more
again) the video here was very similar to “Lord of War”, isn’t available from iTunes, about quality than convenience, that is
the PS3 Netix offering, both in terms so I was forced to get creative and rent just ne by me.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE

THE FUTURE OF HI-FI
The way we find, store and listen to music has changed.
It’s time to upgrade to a next-generation sound system

UNTIL RECENTLY, THE concept of listening
to digital music stored on a hard disk drive
or streamed from the internet was anathema to
audiophiles and hi-ﬁ enthusiasts. But now, through
Naim’s array of state-of-the-art systems, you can
enjoy true high-ﬁdelity sound and the choice and
convenience that inspired the digital revolution.
Naim’s state-of-the-art range includes
high-end, upgradeable separates units as well
as compact combined systems, ensuring there’s
a perfect solution for any home, large or small.
Furthermore, they can easily be networked to
form part of an exceptional-sounding multi-room
system. This is simply the future of hi-ﬁ.

Putting you in control
Naim’s n-Stream and n-Serve
apps allow you to browse your
music and control selected
Naim devices using an iPad,
iPhone or iPod Touch

Highly recommended
The NDX and HDX have both been
awarded a coveted 5-star rating
in What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision’s
rigorous independent tests

HIGH-END SEPARATES
Naim’s HDX and NDX prove that digital
music really can exist in the audiophile
domain. Taking control of all aspects of
the digital music realm, these beautifully
designed components have got ripping,
storage, streaming and control covered.
Just sit back, relax and browse your
extensively catalogued music collection
as your home listening experience is
transformed – and you can even use
them with Naim’s intuitive apps.

Naim NDX
Stream superior quality audio
This versatile digital player allows you to access audio
ﬁles from a wide variety of digital sources, including iTunes
libraries and NAS drives via a wired or wireless UPnP
connection, Apple devices via USB and internet radio stations
through an existing internet connection. The NDX can also
be controlled from Apple devices using the n-Stream app.
 Stream from music servers, NAS drives and PCs or
Macs using Ethernet or Wi-Fi
 Compatible with high-resolution 24bit/192kHz streams
and key ﬁle formats, including WAV, FLAC, Apple
Lossless and AIFF. Gapless playback and M3U and
PLS playlists are also supported.
 Onboard DAC with three independently selectable
24bit/192kHz-capable S/PDIF inputs

ADVERTISING FEATURE

ULTIMATE UPGRADES
If you want to experience and enjoy even greater performance from your digital
audio system and gain access to further digital sources, Naim’s carefully thought
out upgrade path will take you there.

Naim HDX
The ultimate digital player
The HDX has a built-in CD drive and a hard disk drive,
allowing it to rip, store, catalogue and play your music in
superb quality. There’s enough storage space for up to
1200 uncompressed albums, with full metadata support
for track information, and the HDX will also scan for and
then play music stored on devices on your network.
 1TB hard drive, with Naim-designed ripping engine
and Naim Extended Music Database
 Integrated internet radio player with full station art
 An HDX-SSD variant is available for people who prefer
to store their music solely on their network
 Control via the full-colour touchscreen display,
remote, PC or Mac or the n-Serve app

Naim DAC

Naim Power Supplies

An instant sonic boost

Purify your sound

No matter whether your digital source
is a PC or Mac, or an HDX, NDX or CD
player, this superb DAC will sweeten its
sound by eliminating annoying S/PDIF
jitter and digital ‘noise’. The DAC brings
digital music to the audiophile realm.

Adding a separate power supply to your
system will improve the timing, clarity
and dynamic range of your music. The
XPS (above) and 555 PS in particular are
ideally matched to the HDX and NDX, as
well as many other separates sources.

 An ideal upgrade for HDX, NDX,

 Each power supply features a single

S/PDIF-equipped CD players, Apple
devices and more
 Eight 24bit/192kHz-capable S/PDIF
inputs for device support and ﬂexibility
 High-performance output stage

large toroidal transformer
 Available with up to seven ultra-low

noise outputs and power regulators
 Sleek, anti-vibration, resonance-

controlling design

UNITI FAMILY
Did you know?

If you want compact ﬂexibility, the Uniti family delivers. It brings true hi-ﬁ quality
to the world of one-box systems – and you can even network them together to
form the superb-sounding multi-room UnitiSystem. It’s just great audio, simpliﬁed.

Uniti products combine to form
a simple-to-use wireless multiroom set-up called UnitiSystem
that delivers all of Naim’s
trademark audio quality

Award-winning products
Naim’s NDX won Best Streamer (£2500+)
in the What Hi-Fi? Awards 2011, while NaimUniti
picked up Best Streaming System (£2000+).
In 2010 Naim’s DAC grabbed Best
Premium DAC and UnitiQute scooped
Product of the Year: Systems

NEW FOR 2O12
Available in-store now
The brand new SuperUniti reference
all-in-one player and slimline ND5 XS network
player offer even more choice and versatility
and are available to audition at your
local Naim retailer now

Naim UnitiServe

NaimUniti

Naim UnitiQute

Rip, store and share

Award-winning all-in-one

Mini yet mighty

Like the HDX, the UnitiServe
makes perfect copies of your
CDs, and then stores them
ready for playback using a
digital player such as the
NaimUniti, UnitiQute or NDX.
It’s your entire music library
in a unit just 20cm wide.

With a CD player, DAB,
FM and internet radio,
network streaming, plus
an integrated ampliﬁer
with analogue inputs and
onboard DAC, the NaimUniti
redeﬁnes the concept of
a one-box hi-ﬁ.

With all the NaimUniti
features bar the CD drive,
the UnitiQute is packed with
digital audio nous. It’s ideal
for use with an external
hard drive or in a kitchen or
bedroom as part of a slick
multi-room system.

 1TB of storage, expandable
via rip-to-NAS function
 Connects and serves audio
to UPnP-enabled devices
 Connect to an existing
hi-ﬁ system via a DAC or
digitally-equipped amp for
local hard-disk playback

 Supports all the main
digital music formats,
plus high-res 24bit/192kHz
 Seamless integration with
iPad, iPod and iPhone for
optimised performance
 True audiophile
sound quality

 Simple, intuitive interface
for easy navigation of your
musical world
 iPad, iPod and iPhone
playback and charging via
the front-panel USB socket
 Compact size – the perfect
kitchen or bedroom system

productreview
Sharp Elite PRO-60X5FD LCD TV

Michael Osadciw
Not a week goes by where I don’t receive
a call from a client who owns a Pioneer
Elite plasma needing calibration. Whether the client wants to unlock the full potential of its picture quality for the rst
time or is requesting an annual touch-up
to keep the plasma up to spec, there is a
lasting impression among the video world
that Pioneer Elite had set the bar for image quality. When Pioneer Elite reached
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translating their movies (aka moving art)
to home video. With a greater contrast
range but reduced colours to work with
on consumer TVs, movies don’t look the
same on home TVs. Television is an entirely different delivery medium than lm
and digital cinema. To ensure their movies look correct for television, directors
are conscious of studio monitors not adding a visual signature to their work. This
Pioneer Kuro display inspired studios to
begin using Elite monitors in place of their
aging Sony CRT BVMs (Broadcast Video
Monitors) used to master and colour lms
for home video. However, at the pinnacle
of their success in 2009, Pioneer declared
that it was pulling out of television manufacturing altogether and the Elite televisions/monitors disappeared from retail
outlets. The Elite we once knew became
a legend.
Since, Sharp became the majority shareholder in Pioneer, and has looked to revive the Elite brand. With Sharp’s longest
running production of LCD panels of all
TV manufacturers and the desire to create
the best image possible, the new partnership has resurrected the Elite brand. This
time around the Elite TVs utilize an LCD
display and feature a full-array of LED
backlights. Leading the new Elite brand
are two new models: the THX and ISFcertied 60 inch PRO-60FX5FD ($5,999)
and the 70 inch PRO-70FX5FD ($7,999).
Will Elite once again become the standard
by which all televisions are judged?
The rst look that distinguishes this TV
its peak performance in 2008-2009 it was from others is the glossy black bezel surthe undisputed champion of at panel rounding the picture adorned with the
TVs, producing the most accurate, true to golden Elite logo. To accommodate the
backlit LEDs, the TV is a little thicker (3
life picture.
In 2008, I visited the Pioneer Kuro Loft inches) when compared to the slim line of
in the middle of Hollywood. This was a LCDs currently on the market. The logo
place where directors and cinematogra- on the front does not glow (a good thing);
phers were invited to evaluate their con- instead the power indicator is located on
tent on Elite panels and directly compare the bottom left in the form of a tiny blue
them to competing manufacturers set up in LED. You’ll want to keep an eye on this
the same room. Directors know how im- light because when the TV does not reportant reference video monitors are when ceive a signal, the blacks are so deep that
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they disappear into the bezel. Visually, ness can also be seen across the screen,
this television appears physically identi- signicantly reducing the dynamic range
cal to the Elites of the past.
of the video. Sharp Elite televisions do
Like many of today’s TV sets, the Elite not suffer from these drawbacks. Some
PRO-60X5FD offers internet connectivity LED backlit televisions only have a few
thanks to its built-in Ethernet connection LED “regions” to turn on and off, resultand WiFi capability. This allows access ing in halos around bright objects in dark
to online services such as Netix, Face- scenes - effectively reducing contrast ratio.
book, Napster and a few other common The greater the number of local dimming
apps. With the addition of a small exter- regions, as on this LED backlit panel, the
nal camera, users can also take advantage greater the contrast ratio. With Elite’s IVC
of Skype video calling. Navigating and feature, the power from the non-lit LEDs
typing text when using some of these apps is transferred to the lit ones to increase
with the TV remote can be cumbersome light output and further widen the diviso you might want to purchase an external sion between bright white and dark blacks,
USB keyboard. Unlike some of the other thus improving contrast ratio and colour
latest TVs available today, this TV does delity. While I’m not sure how many lonot have a web browser built in.
cal dimming regions there are in this TV, I
The Elite PRO-60X5FD offers an ex- never once saw any haloing that bothered
tensive number of video inputs including me during normal viewing.
ve HDMI, a single component video and
The RGB+Y pixel technology is what
a single composite video. For those con- separates Sharp’s television apart from the
necting a PC, a VGA port supports resolu- pack by offering a wider range of colours.
tions up to 1920 x 1080. One RF input This technology adds a fourth sub-pixel
is also included for SD cable or HD over- (yellow) to the traditional red, green, and
the-air broadcasts. I spent the majority blue sub-pixels that make up a video pixel.
of my viewing with the latter, using the The varying intensity of these sub-pixels
TOSlink digital output to my preamp for is what creates the colour and light from
audio. I should mention that even though the TV. Sharp claims that the fourth subI never listen to the TV through TV speak- pixel creates more colours on its TVs.
ers (because I can’t listen to the thin and While true, caution should be used if one
tinny sound), this TV includes six little wants to achieve maximum video delity
speakers with two subwoofers that sound by not displaying more colours than what
reminiscent of the older rear projection was intended. Since this RGB+Y system
CRT televisions which had large speakers now adds more pixels on the screen, the
in the cabinet for that extra oomph in the Elite takes advantage of this to smooth out
bass.
diagonal lines with the Precision Colour
Much of Sharp’s tenth generation tech- Plus feature. “Stepping” of diagonal lines
nology from the Quattron television line can be reduced using four sub-pixels rathis carried over to the Elite brand. What is er than with three.
unique only to Elite is the Intelligent VariFluidMotion creates a 240Hz effect on
able Contrast (IVC) which is Sharp’s ter- this 120Hz panel. If the HD cable, satminology for local dimming. This is what ellite or over the air image is blurred by
gets the black level nice and deep and in- blocking compression artifacts (seen as
creases depth in the image. The biggest squares that make up the transmitted sigadvantage of full array LED backlight- nal), FluidMotion will allow you to see
ing over typical LED edge backlighting more detail by getting rid of the blur and
is screen uniformity. Uniformity is best judder in moving scenes. There are sevdescribed as the television’s ability to dis- eral choices, each with a different effect
play the same amount of light and colour so you will need to try all of them to see
equally across the full panel, side-to-side which is right for you.
and top-to-bottom. LCD panels without
The Elite PRO-60X5FD offers a stagfull array LED backlights cannot show gering number of picture presets, 13 to be
an image equally across the screen, often exact. Nevertheless, this is a high-end TV
resulting in haloing around the edges and aimed at the most demanding video enthuclouding in the black areas. With LED siasts and hence most owners will likely
edge backlighting various levels of bright- look to get this set professionally calibrat-
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ed. The picture presets include Elite Pure,
Optimum, Standard, Movie, THX Movie,
Game, PC, User, X.V. Colour, Dynamic,
Dynamic Fixed, ISF Day and ISF Night.
Switching through all the picture presets I
concluded that some are too bright, some
are too dark and others are too colourful.
The best preset out of the box is the THX
Movie mode, which should guarantee a
better image under THX’s comprehensive
requirements for making a good image.
Many other “enhancement” features (not
mentioned above) are turned off in this
mode. If it doesn’t improve the picture,
the feature doesn’t get activated. There is
an OPC (power control) setting that constantly changes the brightness of the image depending on a number of factors and
will be noted with green leaves. I highly
recommend turning this feature off to
achieve the best picture.
The aspect ratio defaults to Dot-by-Dot
which is optimal for all HD material, if
you are interested in seeing the full resolution of this display. Other overscan widescreen and 4:3 stretch modes are available
for those who wish to stretch a smaller
picture to ll the whole screen. For SD
movies requiring 3-2 pull-down detection and compensation, four Film Mode
selections are available. Using the HQV
Benchmark DVD, the Advanced modes
looked much better than the jagged looking Standard and Off options.
When calibrating the television’s HDMI
input in 1080p, I found that it displayed
the test patterns from the Accupel DVG5000 HD video generator awlessly with
a few tweaks needed in the THX image
mode. Resolution was absolutely fantastic without a hint of detail loss; this
can only be maintained as long as extra
edge enhancement and sharpness controls
are left “off” or not increased/decreased
below the 0 point. Setting the reference
black and white levels for my viewing
room was done by balancing four controls: setting signal white and black levels
using the contrast and brightness controls
and the level of the backlight control, all
while checking in on the Intelligent Variable Contrast feature. This can be done
with test patterns and measuring equipment while considering the room. After
I set these, the grayscale was easily calibrated by using the excellent 10-point
grayscale system in the Advanced menu
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(only a 2-point system is available on
regular Sharp TVs). The advantage of a
10-point system is that the user can control
the colour of white at 10 intervals, allowing almost pinpoint accuracy of D65. The
10-point system also allows for increasing
or decreasing all RGB levels within each
interval to help shape a desired gamma
curve in conjunction with the gamma slider control. By THX requirement, primary
and secondary colours have very little error at most intervals until the image displays a very dark image where the colour
range is reduced. These controls allow
excellent image quality calibration with
the appropriate test equipment.
The Elite PRO-60X5FD produced an
LCD image I’m very familiar with. What
I watched was a solid, stable image that
does not have dithering artifacts like a
plasma TV. There was very little contouring as seen on many plasmas. What
this translated to was an image that was
clean of noise in darker scenes and had
much smoother dark to light image gradients – my biggest criticisms of plasma. I
watched a few movies on Blu-ray played
through the PlayStation 3. The rst movie
was Hall Pass starring Owen Wilson and
Jason Sudeikis as two guys whose wives
give them a week off from their marriages.
While I’m not much of a “guys comedy”
movie-guy, this movie was a bit of a funny
surprise and highly entertaining as the story was told from both spouses’ viewpoints.
The Elite PRO-60X5FD had no problem
displaying this lm even at my close viewing distance. I could be convinced that I
was playing cards indoors, going golng
with the guys on a bright sunny day, or trying to avoid getting in trouble in the dark
and shady clubs. The contrast was excellent in all of these scenes, without sacricing colour delity as other LCD TVs tend
to. This TV produced the most accurate
image contrast without sacricing colours
compared to all the LCD TVs I’ve ever
watched.
Taking a look at the last lm of the
original Star Wars trilogy, it was clear to
me that the Elite PRO-60X5FD will not
be forgiving to poorly mastered high def
content. The new Blu-ray of Return of
the Jedi proved to be disappointing on
this TV – not for Elite owners, but for Star
Wars fans. While this release may have
been acceptable in 2004 for DVD, it does
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not stand the test of time for high resolution video displays such as this Elite. HD
mastering and display technology has improved so much since then, and the Elite
PRO-60X5FD, being as faithful as possible to the content it displays, showed no
remorse. I swiftly switched to Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith, a new transfer struck
from its digital cinematography, which revealed an absolutely beautiful intergalactic world of science ction. Black levels
of this dark tale were deep and extreme
and contrasted to the bright clashes of the
light sabres as if good and evil were ghting to the death in my living room. With
such a clean transfer, there was not a hint
of noise. The Elite PRO-60X5FD clearly
pushed the limits of 1080p video.
All of my broadcast television viewing
was done with an over-the-air (OTA) antenna because of its superior quality over
HD services from satellite and cable companies. I’m a bit of a news junkie; CTV
News looked absolutely stunning in 1080i
as I watched Lisa LaFlemme reporting
with the terric news team. CBC news
with Peter Mansbridge was duller in its
native 720p broadcast and frankly a little
less appealing. The CTV 1080i newscast
clearly had almost double the picture detail. I caught episodes of the Big Bang
Theory in 1080i on CTV in the evening
and Flashpoint in 720p ION television at
night. With the Elite PRO-60X5FD calibrated in THX mode, I found most broadcast television to look terric except for
some blocking once in a while.
During my review I spent a little bit of
time watching 3D content and I can say
that the benets of Intelligent Variable
Contrast were evident. Using the fairly
lightweight, rechargeable (active) 3D
glasses, the images from the two Blu-ray
3D IMAX discs offered what seemed to
be greater contrast than what I’ve seen
with other 3D TVs. Images had excellent depth underwater in Under the Sea as
I jumped to my favourite scenes. Since
the 3D effect is so amazing on IMAX’s
Hubble Blu-ray 3D, the short runtime of
the feature had me reaching out for more.
Deep space exploration was brought right
into my living room thanks to the images
from the Hubble telescope and the Elite
3D experience. Viewers can also convert
any 2D content to 3D in real time with satisfying results, although denitely not as

good as a native 3D content.
As I was wrapping up this review, I had
the opportunity of performing a full calibration of an Elite PRO-70X5FD, the 70inch version of this model, for a customer.
The advantages of this TV’s local dimming
and Intelligent Variable Contrast features
became even more evident to me during
the calibration. I found the THX video
mode to be the best mode for calibration
because it allowed the TV to achieve the
best image quality and accurate colours
(which were not achievable on previous
Sharp Quattron TVs using the RGB+Y
system). When used as a stand-alone TV,
the speakers do a great job at delivering
some of the impact of dramatic television
shows and movies. But combined with an
audio system, whether you choose the 60
or 70 inch version of this TV, you will be
instantly transported from your home to
the director’s chair.
Comparing this TV to the last generation of Pioneer’s Kuro Elite plasma models, this picture has just about the same
uniformity, which is a great feat for an
LCD based TV. While measuring virtually identical in grayscale and colour, each
of the two technologies still exhibits its
own picture characteristics and video enthusiasts would likely be able to tell them
apart in a darkened environment. With a
price of $5,999, this Elite PRO-60X5FD
is signicantly more expensive than other
similarly priced TVs available today. But
those who desire to experience what the
best of LCD technology has to offer will
denitely want to consider one. Welcome
back Elite!
Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF Professional Video Calibrator/Instructor with The
Highest Fidelity
(905) 730-5996,
info@thehighestdelity.com,
www.thehighestdelity.com

quickinfo
Sharp
www.elitelcdtv.com
1-855-Elite-01
Sharp Elite PRO-60X5FD
LCD TV
Price: $5,999 CAD
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productreview
Reev Designs Aatma Loudspeakers
Suave Kajko
As a publisher of a Canadian audio video
magazine I’m always delighted to hear of a new
Canadian
manufacturer – especially one that
presents itself as well as
Reev Designs. My rst
encounter with Reev Designs, which took place
at the rst Toronto Audio Video Entertainment
Show (TAVES) at the
end of September 2011,
seemed to strike all the
right notes. The company wisely utilized the
event to launch its very
rst product, the Aatma
stand-mount loudspeaker
($7,000) aimed at the audio enthusiast/audiophile
Once the paints are applied, the speaker
market. Reev Designs’
Owner/Chief Designer Jugveer Randha- is meticulously buffed and polished. The
wa - a passionate, well-spoken gentleman Aatma has a t and nish that are simply
– was on hand at TAVES to answer ques- rst class. The result is a gorgeous looktions and proudly demonstrate the fruits ing speaker, which combines both modern
of his labour. I had time for only a brief and art deco inuences. At TAVES, Reev
chat with Randhawa at the show and even Designs demonstrated a dark cherry and
less time to listen to his speakers but the black speaker but my review pair had a
encounter left me wanting to learn more white and black nish. I couldn’t decide
about the company and its rst speaker. A which one I preferred more because I
short two months after the show, a review loved them both.
At its core, the Aatma features a twopair of the Aatma speakers were hand-delivered to my house by Randhawa, which way reex loaded design which employs a
provided an opportunity for an extended Scanspeak 5-inch wood-pulp cone woofer
combined with a Scanspeak 1-inch coated
chat over a cup of coffee.
From the moment I rst laid my eyes on textile dome tweeter. Reev Designs modithe Aatma speaker, I was astonished by its es the motor and venting structure of the
looks. Its solid cherry wood ribbed sides woofer to achieve the desired performance.
give it a busier appearance than a typical The Aatma utilizes a point-to-point wired
speaker but also make it very distinct. The crossover which reduces the interference
enclosure gets its high-gloss shine thanks and interaction between the components.
to the application of yorkite, a material Prior to being mounted inside the encloused in the manufacturing of luxury fur- sure, the crossover is coated in a proprieniture, and ve coats of polyester paints. tary resin that converts all the components
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into a single mass, which eliminates all
micro-phonic resonances.
The ribbed design of enclosure isn’t just
for aesthetics – the ribs function as an
exoskeleton which provides a substantial
amount of damping to the enclosure. The
enclosure is built from MDF and varies
in thickness from a minimum of 22 mm
and up to 38 mm thick in areas. It is constructed entirely by hand, and all the joints
are mitered and locked with one another,
meaning, the enclosure can hold itself in
shape with no glue. The internal bracing
is placed in a lattice formation with the
external ribs to give optimal rigidity to the
cabinet. The ribs on the outside are also
mitered into the side of the cabinet, forming an integrated structure with the main
cabinet.
The Aatma has a nominal impedance of
8 ohms and offers a frequency response
rated between 42 Hz and 22 kHz (+/- 3
dB). Its 86 dB sensitivity implies that the
speaker will benet from a more power-
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ful amplier, although it should play just
ne with a wide range of ampliers. With
dimensions of 354 x 227 x 302 mm (H x
W x D), the Aatma is a good-sized speaker
and should be placed on a speaker stand
that has a large enough top plate to support it properly.
So far so good then – the Aatma certainly has the looks and the DNA of an audio
enthusiast/audiophile speaker. But what
about its sound? To nd out, I set up the
Aatma with my Classé Audio reference
system consisting of the CP-500 preamplier, CA-2100 amplier and CDP-102
CD player. I was lucky enough that the
speakers arrived in late November and
hence I had the pleasure of listening to
them for an extended period of time during the holidays. And pleasure in this case
may be an understatement because what
the Aatma served was pure musical enjoyment. My listening sessions spanned
everything from indie rock to classical
and hip hop. And as I normally do when
reviewing a new product, I took the opportunity to add a few new albums to my
CD collection.
I began my review session by serving up
Adele’s “21” disc, an album whose title refers to her age at the time she wrote these
songs. When I rst listened to this album
I wasn’t sure what captivated me more,
her striking voice or the sometimes daring
lyrics – both are just wonderful. “Rolling In the Deep” is a astonishing demonstration of Adele’s vocal capacity and the
Aatma gracefully delivered every nuance
of this track, from the nest crackles in
her voice to the high notes that pushed the
limits of her voice. The Aatma offers one
of the sweetest and most accurate sounding midranges I’ve heard in a long time
– one that will easily compete with some
of the best bookshelf speakers from long
established manufacturers. Its rich, natural timbre made good quality recordings
sound like the artist was performing right
in my room. When listening with my eyes
closed to “Someone Like You” the passion in Adele’s voice sounded so real that
the hairs on my arms stood up.
But the midrange isn’t Aatma’s only
strength. Audio in the high frequencies
had superb detail, speed and realistic decay. Percussion elements sparkled, shimmered and decayed organically. Other
instruments, such as violins, played with
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uidity and never showed any
strain. Not once did I observe
any harshness or brightness
in the top end. And the bass
sounded remarkably full and
well dened for a bookshelf
speaker. Overall then, this
speaker appeared to strike a
near-perfect balance across its
entire frequency range.
Another disc I listened to
during my review sessions
was Melody Gardot’s “Worrisome Heart” CD, an album I
discovered thanks to the members of the CANADA HiFi forum. Although I was tempted
to draw similarities between
Gardot and other jazz artists
like Norah Jones, Gardot’s
edgy voice and captivating lyrics do offer a distinct, engaging listening experience. This
album also proved to be great
-3 dB), only the occasional lower frequenmaterial for testing a music system’s potential. The Aatma reproduced cies were absent during my listening sesthe vocals with the outmost accuracy and sions.
I did my best to try and trip up the Aatma
denition of a live performance. There
were never any signs of sibilance in the while reviewing it and really couldn’t nd
vocals. Likewise, the instruments came any faults. The Aatma combines wonderalive with richness that you’d expect from ful musical qualities with a stunning appearance. But all good things must evenreal instruments.
Listening to a few classical recordings, tually come to an end and as the holidays
including Holst “The Planets” performed came to a close, I had to return the speakers
by the Los Angeles Philharmonic orches- back to the manufacturer. At $7,000, the
tra, the Aatma showed that it’s capable Aatma may not be within reach for all muof performance that not even some oor sic enthusiasts but those willing to invest
standing speakers can achieve. With the in this speaker will be rewarded with pure
volume turned up, orchestral pieces pre- musical nirvana. The Aatma, being Reev
sented incredible dynamics and scale. Designs’ very rst production model, is a
These recordings also demonstrated that remarkable achievement. I sincerely hope
the Aatma offers excellent imaging and that we will hear more from this company
produces a seamless, three dimensional, in the very near future. I can’t help but
wonder – what can we expect from Reev
almost holographic soundstage.
With other albums such as Air French Designs next? Perhaps an equally aweBand’s “Moon Safari” and The Black some oor stander would be in order.
Keys’ “El Camino”, the Aatma effortlessly
quickinfo
resolved the complex interplay of the various layers of sound, clearly presenting all
of the musical details. In the low registers,
Reev Designs
the Aatma offered a bass that was powerwww.reevdesigns.com
ful, deep and had such good articulation,
416-885-5429
you might be fooled to think that you’re
info@reevdesigns.com
listening to a oor stander. What you get
is bass that is clean, musical and excepReev Designs Aatma Loudspeaker
tionally well dened. Since the Aatma
Price: $7,000 CAD
plays at down to about 54 Hz (42 Hz at
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Woo Audio WA22 Fully Balanced
Transformer Coupled Headphone Amplier

Phil Gold
Woo Audio covers all the bases in the tube based, and therefore capable of being RCA 6080 power tubes. For $120 US you
headphone amplier game. Ten, count’ upgraded simply by replacing the stan- can upgrade the power tubes to a handem - ten models, running from the WA3 dard tubes with various exotic alternatives. matched pair of Sylvania 7236 NOS 1963.
($495 US) to the WA234 MONO ($10,000 Note that Woo Audio sells factory direct For $280 US you can upgrade the driver
US a pair). Some of these are special pur- from New York, so all prices are shown tubes to a hand-matched pair of RCA
VT231 Smoke Glass NOS tubes. NOS
pose machines. The GES ($1,450 US) and in US dollars.
WES ($4,990 US) are aimed at the owners
Take the subject of today’s review, the stands for New Old Stock, meaning tubes
of electrostatic headphones like the new WA22 ($1,900 US). It comes standard manufactured years ago but never used.
Stax SR-009 ($5,200 US). What do they with 5 tubes – a Shuguang 274B recti- And $150 US buys you a Sophia Princess
all have in common? They’re all vacuum er tube, 2 GE 6SN7 drive tubes and 2 Mesh Plate 274B rectier. Woo Audio of-
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fers updated online compatibility charts Headphone cable for the top of the line
so you can practice tube-rolling to your HD800.
heart’s content.
So we’re all warmed up and off to the
Why is this headphone amp differ- races. Along for the ride was the superb
ent from all other head amps? Well for Graham Slee Solo Ultralinear (UL) heada start, it’s a fully balanced design, with phone amp, recently reviewed in the Auboth unbalanced and balanced inputs, and gust/September 2011 issue. The Solo is
two separate fully balanced outputs in an unbalanced design fed directly by the
additional to the regular 1/4-inch output unbalanced outputs on the G08 and XDS1
socket, which also transmits a balanced in turn.
signal if you feed it a balanced input. BalThe initial impression was very favouranced circuitry is rare in a headphone amp, able, and remained so throughout the testand requires a doubling of the circuitry, ing. Tube amps have always been known
with the goal of reducing the noise level for the splendor of their midrange, but
that can mask low level detail. The amp here the bass and treble seemed to extend
is also transformer coupled for optimum their reach without roll-off in either direcimpedance matching. There are no semi- tion. So highs were open and clear, while
conductors in the entire circuitry. A very bass was strong and well dened. The
expensive DACT CT2 balanced stereo Solo Ultralinear is designed to share the
stepped attenuator is used to control vol- characteristics of a tubed headphone amp
ume, offering 24 listening levels using 23 without the use of tubes, so it made for a
low noise resistors. All wiring is point to very interesting comparison. In fact these
point and two output impedance settings two amps sounded remarkably alike. The
are offered, covering a range of 8-600 WA22 has greater maximum output than
Ohms - you just pick the one that sounds the Solo, and displayed a similarly low
best. At the rear there is a toggle switch noise level, while not approaching the
between balanced and unbalanced inputs extreme low noise of the more traditional
and a recessed switch to set the correct Solo SRG II, a benet with the most efvoltage (100-125V or 210-240V). The cient headphones. The WA22 was a little
tubes are packed separately for travel and sweeter in the treble and a touch more
it’s a very simple task to install them in present in the midband, while the Solo Ulthe very high quality and clearly marked tralinear was a full match for the WA22 in
sockets. Just keep your ngers off the the mid-bass and deep bass regions. The
glass, line up the guide and insert verti- biggest advantage for the WA22 was its
cally. The WA22 is a monster, weighing superb imaging, projecting a deep and
a good 25 lbs and measuring a substantial wider soundstage than even the Solo can
12” x 10.5” x 7” (W x D x H).
offer.
The unit is quite handsome from every
So far, all my listening has been using
angle, whether you order the black or sil- the balanced input. So let’s go back and
ver nish, and who wouldn’t enjoy the compare the balanced input with the unwarm orange glow of the prominently balanced input. Was there a signicant
displayed vacuum tubes? The t and n- difference? You bet. The rst difference
ish are exemplary and the controls have was that the unbalanced input was cona reassuring feel to them. Like with most siderably lower in volume, so you have to
headphone amps, the WA22 doesn’t come adjust the volume control to compensate.
with a remote.
Even after making this adjustment, the unI used two balanced sources for my test- balanced input lacked the full bloom and
ing – a Meridian G08 CD player and the image depth of the balanced input, and did
reference level EMM Labs XDS1 SACD not retain all the detail and dynamics. The
player. The WA22 fed AKG K701 and difference between the balanced and unSennheiser HD800 headphones as well as balanced mode is often quite small or even
Ultimate Audio UE10Pro custom t canal impossible to detect, but not in this case.
earphones – all excellent components in This is a component that begs to be run in
their own way. Power and interconnect balanced mode. In fact in the unbalanced
cables were all Nordost Valhalla. For the mode I had a distinct preference for the
occasion of this test, the good folks at Car- Solo UL, which can only run unbalanced.
das Audio supplied me a prototype Clear
In terms of noise, I detected a very low
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level hum on the high setting, none at all
on the low setting, regardless of volume
level, but I never noticed the hum when
playing music. The difference between
the two settings is not great, just a slightly
greater gain on high through the HD800
headphones.
So far so good. Let’s try the other phones.

sidebar
Sidebar: Frequently Asked Questions for Woo Audio Headphone
Amps
How long do vacuum tubes last?
Vacuum tubes used in our products
last between 5000 - 9000 hours depending on where they are used.
Drive tubes (the smaller tubes) generally last up to 9000 hours, and power
output tubes (the larger tubes in our
ampliers) about 5000 hours. They
do not usually completely fail after
this time, but gradually deteriorate as
the cathode begins to loose its coating and cannot emit electrons at the
maximum rate. The sound usually becomes less focused and two-dimensional, lacking HF response.
Do I need to adjust voltage bias?
Voltage bias on our current ampliers
is self-adjusted. A matched pair of
tubes is what you need.
Do you build custom amps?
We do build custom amps, depending
on the complexity of the modications. Please let us know your idea
and we will provide you a solution.
How long do tubes take to warm up?
A tube reaches operating temperature within a minute; however, you
will notice that the amp sounds better after approximately 20 minutes of
operation.
Can I change headphones when the
amp is on?
It is safe as long as you decrease the
volume.
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The AKG K701 is an exceptional headphone at a fraction of the cost of the Sennheiser HD800, and the WA22 drove it
really well, extracting a great deal of the
passion of music even though the detail and
dimensionality trail the HD800 by quite a
margin. The WA22 gained a slight edge in
the low bass, offering a touch more bloom
and longer decay, but the background was
not as silent as the Solo UL.
The high efciency UE10Pro sounded
best through the WA22 in terms of impact
and presence, but the background hum
that was barely perceptible with the AKG
and Sennheiser now intruded on the music.
The Solo UL also suffers from noise, but
it’s a much less intrusive low level hiss.
Switching to the Solo SRGII eliminated
all noise and was a better match for high
efciency phones. Careful attention to location and which electrical circuit you are
using can affect noise levels with highly
sensitive tube gear such as the WA22, and
so can the precise choice of tubes.
The WA22 was so dynamic, detailed
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and even-handed across the spectrum that
it was equally at home with all types of
music. My preference for balanced mode
over unbalanced, and the very slight edge
it held in its balanced mode over the Solo
UL was consistent across the dozens of
discs, Redbook CD and DSD that I listened to. This is the mark of a great component – it doesn’t play favourites.
So let’s be clear here. Both the WA22
and the Solo UL are exceptional both in
terms of value for money and in absolute
terms, and are fully equal to the task of
driving the best modern dynamic headphones, such as the Sennheiser HD800
that are simply too demanding for most
headphones amps. So the price, size and
convenience advantage goes to the Solo
Ultralinear at around $1,200 CDN, but
the WA22 has the visual presence, the
greater maximum output, improved imaging, sweeter treble, balanced mode operation, the ability to drive multiple phones at
once and the exibility of tube rolling, all
of which will be worth the extra moolah

for some listeners. The appeal may be
greatest for those who own a high-end CD
or SACD player with balanced outputs but
whose main preamp, power amp or integrated amp is unbalanced. It will allow
them to take the unbalanced output from
their digital source to the main amp and
the balanced output to the WA22. Naturally those who only listen through headphones will also nd the WA22 attractive.

quickinfo
Woo Audio
www.wooaudio.com
wooaudio@gmail.com
Woo Audio WA22 Fully Balanced
Transformer Coupled Headphone
Amplier
Price: $1,900 US

www.canadahi.com

Kill two
birds with
3
one stone!

751BD 3D Blu-ray Universal Player
The Azur 751BD, designed and
engineered with passion in the UK

Introducing the best sounding
3D Blu-ray player yet!
First, a high-end Blu-ray player using the latest Marvel upscaler, which
delivers jaw-dropping 1080P video.
Second, thanks to the Anagram Technology Q5–24 bit/192khz up-sampler,
as found on Cambridge Audio’s flagship CD players, you get state-of-the-art
playback of your CD’s.
Third, with the supplied wireless dongle, you can stream your entire music
library from your network directly to the Anagram Technology up-sampler.
The result is high-resolution music without a single cable!
At last, a player that deserves to be the centerpiece of any home system.

To locate your nearest dealer, read the latest reviews and more,
visit www.cambridge-audio.com
Distributed by USA: Audio Plus Services - 800.663.9352 Canada: Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

WI-FI Enabled
Experience BD Prole
2.0 (BD-Live and
BonusView) and other
interactive features.

